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I.

The Stipulation should not be rejected for lack of diversity.
In its Initial Brief, the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel (“OCC”) argues that although diversity
is not required as part of the three-part test, the Commission should nonetheless reject the
Stipulation for lack of diversity because OCC is not a signatory party.1 OCC expressly
recognizes in its Brief that diversity is not required and no single party can veto a settlement.2
Despite this acknowledgement, the OCC claims that it is the only party that truly represents
residential customers and therefore its views should be given more weight than the rest of the
Stipulating parties.3 OCC’s then asks that the Stipulation be rejected for lack of OCC’s
participation.4
The Commission has already rejected this very argument in the past. The Commission
has repeatedly determined that it will not require any singly party, including OCC, to agree to a
stipulation in order to meet the first part of the three-part test.5 Further, OCC’s statement
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regarding it being the only true representative of residential customers is patently false. OCC is
the statutorily authorized representative of residential customers but they are not the only
representative of residential customers. OPAE has been representing residential customers,
specifically low to moderate-income customers, for over twenty-five years. The Commission has
previously rejected OCC’s claims it be considered the only true residential advocate.6 The
Commission should reject that claim again in this matter.
II.

Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, OPAE respectfully request that the Commission reject OCC’s
arguments that the Stipulation fails the first part of the three-part test and asks that the
Commission approve the Stipulation.
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